
Your AppSec solutions require significant bandwidth 
and the right skills to manage properly.

A P P S E C  A S  A  S E R V I C E  O V E R V I E W

Our highly-certified, operational 
cybersecurity experts have lived and 
breathed your job. We will help you:

Put an ELITE Team of 
Cybersecurity Practitioners 

on Your Side

• Reduce friction and optimize
operational overhead by integrating and
automating security tooling directly into
your CI/CD pipeline or Secure SDLC.

• Build integrations with source code
management, IDE, and other IT systems,
including ticketing, logging, monitoring,
incident management, or GRC platforms.

With our AppSec as a Service offering, we enable you to effectively 
launch your application security program and evolve and mature your 
program over time. Now you can:

• Achieve dramatic cost savings vs. hiring in-house AppSec specialists

• Fluid Approach with built-in SLAs for client requests

• Gain in-depth analysis related to the security of your critical applications

• Seamlessly extend your team with our experts

• Enjoy a white-glove service approach that is tailored to meet your unique
needs and SLAs

• Expand testing coverage across your application portfolio

• Help you meet application security testing compliance or audit requirements

Finding qualified application security 
professionals is no easy task.

Our team of experts can manage your AppSec program to help 
you implement best practices, minimize your workload, and 
maximize your productivity. 

Optimize and automate your environment to deliver a scalable 
          and effective testing approach

Perform software upgrades, troubleshooting, and onboarding of 
          new applications

Perform comprehensive and consistent testing of applications

Validate findings and work with development teams and provide 
          remediation recommendations

Ensure multiple rounds of testing for in-scope applications

Integrate with ticketing, monitoring, and incident response platforms

We can utilize your tools and 
integrate with your organization’s 
processes to ensure optimal 
program health.

Our AppSec service scales up or down based on your unique 
requirements. For example, you can leverage our team to help with 
implementation or integration assistance or extend the offering into full 
application security program support.
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GuidePoint Security provides trusted cybersecurity expertise, solutions and services to help organizations 
make better decisions that minimize risk. GuidePoint’s unmatched expertise has enabled a third of Fortune 500 
companies and more than half of the U.S. government cabinet level agencies to improve their security posture 
and reduce risk.

About Us

• The amount of configuration or
implementation needed (if any)

• The amount of code or
number of applications and
approximate number of retests
per month, quarter, or year

• Duration of service

• Desired workflow and
automation integrations into
your IDE and/or CI/CD Pipeline

• If your Application Security tool
environment is on-prem or in
your cloud environment, we
can manage it from end to end

Tiered Service Offering
Our AppSec as a Service offering is tiered based upon the following criteria:

Support for Many AppSec Testing Capabilities and Activities
Our AppSec as a Service encompasses support for many different types of tools within the 
Application Security space. Our capabilities include the following technology types:

• Software Composition
Analysis (SCA)

• Static Application Security
Testing (SAST)

• Dynamic Application Security
Testing (DAST)

• Interactive Application
Security Testing (IAST)

• Run-Time Application Self
Protection (RASP)

• Next-Gen Web Application
Firewall (NGWAF)

Implement AppSec Best Practices

• Optimize and automate your
environment to deliver a
scalable and effective testing
approach

• Perform software upgrades,
troubleshooting, and
onboarding of new applications

• Perform comprehensive
and consistent testing of
applications

• Validate findings and work
with development teams
and provide remediation
recommendations

• Ensure multiple rounds
of testing for in-scope
applications

• Integrate with ticketing,
monitoring, and incident
response platforms

Our team of experts can manage your AppSec program to help you implement best 
practices, minimize your workload, and maximize your productivity. We help you:

We Can Manage Your AppSec Program
Finding qualified application security professionals is no easy task. With our AppSec as a Service 
offering, we enable you to effectively launch your application security program and evolve and 
mature your program over time. Now you can:

GuidePoint Security’s Application as a Service includes:

• Achieve dramatic cost savings
vs. hiring in-house AppSec
specialists

• Fluid Approach with built-in
SLAs for client requests

• Gain in-depth analysis related
to the security of your critical
applications

• Seamlessly extend your team
with our experts

• Enjoy a white-glove service
approach that is tailored to
meet your unique needs and
SLAs

• Expand testing coverage across
your application portfolio

https://www.linkedin.com/company/guidepointsec
https://www.facebook.com/GuidePointSec
https://twitter.com/guidepointsec

